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1. In order to help maritime training institutes and their teaching staff to orgarLize

the development of simulator training courses in a way to provide integrated

simulator training to mariners, it is proposed to introduce a new course viz. "Ttain

the simulator Trainer and Assessor Course." The course will assit the training

institutes to enhance their existing capabilities so that they offer practical and

relevant training programs facilitated by adequately trained personnel. .

2. This course covers the training recommended in the IMO Model Course 6.10

and fulfils the training requirement for Simulator Trainers and Assessors specified in

Regulation I16, Section A-l 16 of STCW Code 1978 as amended'

3. Any person conducting in service training using a simulator, which is intended

to be used in qualifying for certification under the STCW Convention / Rules, will be

required to undergo this course.

4. To specify the requirement of the Course, the Directorate General of Shipping

has formulated the following guidelines for the conduct of the "Train the Simulator

Trainer and Assessor course" as annexed to this circular.

S. The ID No. assigned for the "Train the Simulator Trainer and Assessor Course"

is 1063. The duration of this course is 30 hrs (5 days) '

6. DGS training institute, eligible to conduct this course and complyrng with the

details specified in the annex will be eligible to apply for the conduct of this course

along with a prescribed processing fee of Rs. 75,OOO I -'
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Draft Guidelines - Train the Simulator Trainer and
Assessor Course

1. Aim
1.1. The primary aim of the course is to help maritime training institutes and their

teaching staff to organize the development of simulator training courses in a way
to provide integrated simulator training to mariners. The course will assist the
training institutes to enhance their existing capabilities so that they offer practical
and relevant training programs facilitated by adequately trained personnel.

This course covers the training recommended in the IMO Model Course 6.10 and
fulfils the training requirement for Simulator Trainers and Assessors specified in

Regulation l/6, Section 4-l/6 of STCW Code '1978 as amended.

Each candidate will cover the basic elements of simulation training which are
common to all types of simulation courses. They will then practically apply those
elements during the course on one of the following full mission simulators as
applicable to their experience - Ship Manoeuvring; Engine Room or Liquid Cargo
Handling Simulator. lt is expected that each candidate will assimilate the learning
and skills and apply them across all types of relevant simulation training
programmes to be conducted by them in future. The course is generic and will not
specifically certify that the candidate is trained to work with any specific simulator
type. However it is essential that the course is conducted on a full mission
simulator to provide the candidate with a comprehensive introduction to
simulation training.

1.2.

1.3.

2. Objectives
2.1. The objective is to develop a sensitive instructor who fully understands the

personality of a seafarer, the importance of simulation in maritime training, and
pedagogy skill in order to impart sound and practical training to the seafaring
fraternity. On completion of the course, the future maritime instructors should be
able to contribute in formulating a training policy both at the macro, as well as
the micro level. Finally, the future instructors should have a basis for evaluating
the whole process of training. The crucial aim is to develop individual
simulator instructor traits.

2.2. Thus, the thrust of the course is directed at promoting the knowledge, skills and
attitudes, which the "ideal" instructor should possess by:

2.2.1. Acquiring training awareness where:

. There is a process of identifying training needs

. S/he has an understanding of the end result of training

. The potential benefits of training are clear and conveyed to the trainees,
and
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. The relationship of training to the real world scenario onboard ships is

always kept at the forefront

2.2.2. Acquiring lraining skills related to:

. The process of adult learning

. Psychology of learning

. Parameters of course design

. Methodology of teaching techniques

. lnstructor-trainee relationshipand presentataon proficiency

. Assessment of trainees

. Evaluation of course

2.2.3. Acquiring managerial skills and aptitudes relating to:

. planning

. Organizing

. ldentifying and providing resources

. Leadership

. lnterpersonal relationships

. Communication skills

2.2.4. Expected end-of-training situation it is envisaged that the trainees will
have achieved a conceptual understanding of the importance of
maritime education and simulator training with a view of the human
element in shipping and special working environment on board a ship. ln
addition, this course would also assist in giving the prospective simulator
instructors an understanding into the psychology of learning in order to
design and conduct simulator-based training programmes, including
exercises and detailed briefing and debriefing. The course will require
the participants to actually plan a programme, set up exercises and
conduct them in a manner in which the simulator is used to its
maximum potential to enhance the professional development of
seafarers. Also discussion on use o{ simulator for assessment is included.

2.3. On successful completion of the course the trainee will be able to train and
assess the students on simulator systems. They will be able to:

2.3.1 . ldentify and explain different types of simulators,

2.3.2. Understand lhe relevance of simulators in maritime training,

2.3.3. Understand simulator pedagogy in the use of training on a maritime
simulator,

2.3.4. lncorporate the application of the psychology of learning into the design of
simulation training programmes,

2.3.5. ldentify the elements for planning a simulator training programme,

2.3.6. Demonstrate lhe skills of conducting simulator training,

2.3.7. Formulate simulation exercises and training programmes,

Page: 3
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and Republic Day (26th January) shall be compulsory

holidays observed by the Govt of the state in which the

2.3.8. Conduct briefings and de- briefings
2.3.9. Plan and prepare objective assessment criteria and methodology

4. Qualification & Eligibility of Students
4.1. Entry standards:

4'1.1. seafarers / prospective simurator trainers and assessors who have undergone
Vertical lntegration Course for Trainers (VtCT).

Required attendance:
4.2.1. 100% attendance is required for successful completion ofthe course.
Course intake limitations:
4.3.1. 12 candidates max per course. g candidates (Navigation), 4 candidates (Engineering).

For the simulator exercises the 12 candidates will split (4 to navigation simulator, 4 toliquid cargo handling simulator,4 to engine room simulato4.

4.3.

6. Holidays

3. Application
3.1. These guidelines will be applicable with immediate effect.
3 2 Any person conductlng in-service training using a simulator, which is intended to be used inqualifying for certification under srcw convention / Rures, wiI be required to undergo thiscourse.

5. InfrastructureRequirements
5.1. The institute should be DG approved for:

o Ship Manoeuvring Simulator and Bridge Teamwork

. Engine Room Simulator _ Operational and Manatement Level

. liquid cargo Handling Simulator_Oil

5'1'1' A crassroom capabre of seating 12 trainees + instructor as per 1.5 sq. m. per traineefor combined lectures equipped with a white / black board, overhead / t_CD /equivarent projector and a capabirity of repraying of the exercise fol. the puipose oi
debriefing. Each simulator must also have an individual briefing area.

6.1. Sundays shall be holidays.
6.2. lndependence Day (15th August)

holidays.

6.3. Students shall normally enjoy the
institute is located
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7. Qualification of Faculty / Course In-Charge
7.1. The faculty should be a holder of certificate of Competency as Master (FG) / chief Engineer

(MEO Class - t)

7.2. The faculty should have undergone a ylcr / TorA course approved by a Maritime
Administration or Class based on IMO Model G.O9

7.3. The faculty should have undergone a Train the Simulator Trainer and Assessor course that is
approved by a Maritime Administration or Class based on IMO Model Course 5.10.

7.4. shall have a mlnimum of one-year experience in the use or development of simulators for
traininB, conducting feasibility studies, pilotage.

7.5. Visiting faculty: Qualifications and experience of visiting faculty members should be the
same as that of regular faculty as specified above.

7.6. Age Limit of Faculty: As per relevant DGS Order

8. FacultyStrength
8.1. Ratio 1: 12for class room lectures and l:4 for simulation exercises.
8.2. A minimum of 50% of the entire portion must be covered by permanent facurty.

9. Course Duration
9.1. 5 Days (30 hours).

10. Assessment
10.1. Assessment would be carried out during the course by completing the assigned tasks. The

method of assessment is on successful completion of all tasks assigned for the given
competence. Each simulator task includes minimum criteria for successful completion of the
training program' Minimum criteria for passing is 70% score for each task. Task Sheets from
the IMO Model Course 6.10 are attached in Appendix E.

10.2. Re-Assessment: The trainee will be re-assessed once ifthe score is less than 7096.

11. QualityStandards
11.1. As per DGS Order

12. Inspections
12.1. As per DGS Order

13. Costoflnspections
13.1. As per DGS Order
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14. Fees to Govt.

14.1. As per DGS Order

15. TeachingAids
15.1. DG approved navigation, LCHS and engine room simulators

15.2. simulator Operating Manuals

15.3. lnstructor Manual (Part D ofthe IMO Model Course 6.10)

15.4. Demonstration CD 1- An overview of various types of simulators available for maritime
training (available with IMO Model Course 5.10)

15.5. Demonstration CD 2- An interactive CD catering to specific instructions to operate the
bridge, engine-room and LCHS simulators(available with IMO Model Course 6.10)

15.6. IMO booklet Guidance on the lmplementation of IMO Model Courses

15.7. IMO catalogue - Model Course Programme

15.8. OHP - Overhead Projecto4 LCD projector or equivalent

16. TextBooks
15.1. IMO Model Course 5.10

16.2. A Simulation lnstruclo/s Handbook - The Learning game by Jillian Carson-
Jackson

17. Reference Books

t7 .7. IMO Model Course 6.09

L7.2. STCW 1978 as amended

L7 .3. DNV-GL Maritime Simulation Systems Standards, DNVGL-ST- 0033, 2018

t7.4. lnternational Maritime Organization. IMO Model Course 7.01, MASTER AND CHIEF MATE.

London: lMO.

f7.5. lnternational Maritime Organization. IMO Model Course 7.02, CHIEF AND SECOND

ENGINEER OFFICER (MOTOR SHIPS). London: lMO.

77.6. lnternational Maritime Organization. IMO Model Course 7.03, OFFICER lN CHARGE OF A

NAVIGATION WATCH. London: lMO.

17.7. lnternational Maritime Organization. IMO Model Course 3.12, ASSESSMENT

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF SEAFARERS. London: lMO.

77.8. lnternational Maritime Organization (2001). IMO Model Course 1.30,

ONBOARDASSESSMENT. London: lMO.

17.9. lnternational Maritime Organization (2002). IMO Model Course L.22, SHIP SIMULATOR&

BRIDGE TEAMWORK. London: lMO.

17.10. lnternational Maritime Organization (2002). IMO Model Course 2.07, ENGINE-ROOM

SIMULATOR. London: lMO.

17.11. The Nautical lnstitute (1997). Maritime Education and Training: A Practical Guide.

London: Nl.



18. Certificate
18.1. on successful completion of the course, a certificate will be issued certifying that the holder

has successfully completed the Train the Simulator Trainer & Assessor course. See Appendix
D.
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Appendix A: Course Outline

Sr. Subject Area Total Hours
1 INTRODUCTION 1.5 hours

2 BASIC SIMULATOR DESIGN AND TYPES OF

SIMULATORS

1.5 hours

J THE SCOPE OF SIMULATOR TRAINNG 1.5 hours

4 THE SIMULATOR TRAINING 1.5 hours

5 CONCEPTUALISING A SIMULATOR TRAINING
PROGRAMME

3.0 hours

6 EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL AND
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

1.5 hours

7 CONDUCTING A SIMULATION EXERCISE 3.0 hours

8 ASSESSMENT 3.0 hours

9 EXCERCISES ON SIMULATOR 13.5 hours

Total 30 hours
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/\. Appendix B - Detailed Teaching Syllabus s9

Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency Course
Compendium Ref.

Other
Reference

't. lntroduction: What is Simulation and the lmpoftance of
Simulation Training in the Maritime lndustry

1.1 explain the concept of simulation

1.2 explain the effectiveness of simulation training

1.3 describe the benefits of simulation training

1.4 discuss the need to supplement what is learned on the
course with practical experience in developing course
programme, Simulator exercises and in conducting
assessment

1.5 discuss that the course draws on the practices of several
IMO Member States as examples of how competence-
based assessment and examination systems may
be conducted using simulators and emphasizes the
common fundamentals and principles

Basic Simulator Design and Types of Simulators

2.1 Define Simulator equipment

2.2 State the basic Elements of simulation

2.3 Describe the simuiator systems classified based on
level of performance of tasks

2.4 List different types of simulators based on functions

2.5 Describe the software components of Simulators

2.6 Describe the configuration of Part Task Simulator

2.7 Describe the configuration of Multi-task Simulators

2.8 Explain the layout of Full Mission Simulators

2.9 State that the simulators used for mandatory simulator
based training shall:
. be suitable for the selected objectives and training

tasks;

be capable of simulating the operating capabilities
of shipboard equipment concerned, to a level of
physical realism appropriate to training objectives,
and include the capabilities, limitations and possible
errors of such equipment;

have sufficient behavioural realism to allow a trainee
to acquire the skills appropriate to the training
objectives;

provide a controlled operating environment, capable
of producing a variety of conditions, which may
include emergency, hazardous or unusual situations
relevant to the training oblectives;

provide an interface through which a trainee
can interact with the equipment, the simulated
environment and, as appropriate, the instructor; and
permit an instructor to control, monitor and record
exercises for the effective debriefing of trainees.

2.

.t.0

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.2

Demo 1

None

None

Page: 'l
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Knowledge, Understanding and Proliciency Course

Compendium Ref.
Other

Reference

2.10 State that the simulator used for the assessment of
competence required under the Convention or for any
demonstration of continued proficiency so required shall:
o be capable of satisfying the specified assessment

objectives;
. be capable of simulating the operational capabilities of

the shipboard equipment concerned to a level of physical
realism appropriate to the assessment objectives, and
include the capabilities, limitations and possible erors of
such equipment;

. have sufficient behavioural realism to allow a candidate to
exhibit the skills appropriate to the assessment objectives;

. provide an interface through which a candidate can
interact with the equipment and simulated environment;

. provide a controlled operating environment, capable of
producing a variety of conditions, which may include
emergency, hazardous or unusual situations relevant to
assessment objectives; and

o permit an assessor to control, monitor and record
exercises for the effective assessment of the performance
of candidates-

2.'l 1 Have an understanding of the standards governing the use
of simulators as contained in regulation l/'12 of the STCW
Convention 1 978, as amended and section A-l/12 of the
STCW Code.

3. The Scope of Simulation Training

3.1 ldentify and map the competencies from STCW with
regard to simulation training

3.2 Explain the relationship between the simulator
instructor and simulation in relation to STCW

3.3 State the seven standards of competence as laid
down in the STCW

3.4 Discuss the STCW 2010 requirements with relation to
simulators and simulation

3.5 Discuss the non-mandatory simulators as per STCW

3.6 Explain the levels of responsibility stated under the
STCW Code

3.7 Describe in detail the simulator class for bridge
operations as an example

3.8 Discuss in detail the competency matrix as required by
the STCW Convention for the various parameters of
bridge simulation

3.9 For the bridge simulators, discuss the STCW
reference, the competency required, as well as the
level of simulation required

2.2,2.4

2.2,2.4

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5,
3.6, 3.7,3.8

2.3

None

None

None

None

Page:2
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Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency
Course

Compendium Ref.
Other

Reference

4. The Simulator Instructor

4-1 ldentify change in role from sole voice of authority to
varied roles of facilitator, dedicated teacher, manager,
learning strategist, guide, motivator, evaluator and
native psychologist

4.2 Recognize the importance and influence of trainer's
attitude on teaching effectiveness and student's
performance

4.3 Recognize the need for being familiarized with the
simulators as an essential pre-requisite

4.4 Realize the correlation of his subject knowledge with
its usage on simulators

4.5 Appreciate the importance of being aware about
different pedagogical and instructional techniques

4.6 Determine the key element of establishing trust and
rapport with the students

Conceptualizing a Simulator Training Programme

5.1 Explain the general principle of conceptualizing and
planning a training programme

5.2 Discuss the simulator based learning objectives

5.3 Explain the stage 1 of simulation based compliance

5.4 Describe the competence as stipulated in STCW 2010
for maintaining a safe engineering watch

5.5 Describe the parameters of stage 2 dealing with
detailing the simulator programme

5.6 Describe situational analysis

5.7 Explain the setting of the level of simulation

5.8 Discuss the simulator characteristics and specification

5.9 Explain the 3 parameters of organization of the
simulation course plan

5.10 Describe the designing of simulation exercise and
discuss the sample instructor worksheet

5.11 Explain the importance of assessing the trainee/
training programme

5.12 Describe and design evaluation for trainee

5.13 Describe and design evaluation ol training programme

5.14 Explain the steps in designing a training programme

5.15 Understand the filling of working/observation sheet

5.16 Comprehend the importance of Student Evaluation
Sheet

5.1 7 Discuss the pararneters of course feedback form

5.

5.1

5.1

5.1

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.6

5.7

5.9

5.10

5.1 0

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

5.10

4.2

None

None

Task 3

Task 3

Page: 3
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A. Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency Course
Gompendium Ref.

Other
Reference

6. Effective lnterpersonal and Gommunication Skills

6.1 List various elements of communication skills that can
enhance the teaching effectives

6.2 Demonstrate the usage of each sub-skill set in their
lesson plan

6.3 Distinguish the commonly mistaken statements as lact
or opinion

6.4 Display constructive feedback techniques

6.5 Exemplify positive and productive ways of giving
effective briefing and debriefing

6.6 State the equation of effective teaching

6.7 List the various presentation skills to create a lasting
impression in minds of students

6.8 Demonstrate each skill-set in their teaching to sustain
the interest of the students

6.9 List examples of the challenging behaviours that might
be expected from the students

6.10 Explain the various factors attributing to varied
reactions from students including disruptive
behaviours

6.11 ldentify disruptive behaviour in students

6.12 Appreciate increased understanding of the do's and
don'ts of dealing with difference in reactions from
students

6.13 Explain various questioning techniques

6.'14 State examples of different kinds of questions

6.15 Elaborate the specific type of questioning technique
which can be used under given circumstances

6.16 List the areas and implications of usage ol questioning
techniques in their course plan sessions

Conducting a Simulation Exercise

7.1 Explain setting the scene: comfort level, past
experiences of pafticipants, importance of building
trust and respect amongst facilitators and participants

7.2 Discuss the simulation experience as a contributor
in the journey towards professional development
and competence enhancement not viewed as an
isolated and disjointed assessment of professional
competence

7.3 Explain clarity in objectives and expectations

7.4 Discuss organization of the participants: role play,
responsibilities

7.5 Explain the role of the facilitating team

7.

6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4

7.1 -7.'tO

None

Task 6

Page: 4
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A Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency
Course

Compendium Ref.
Other

Reference

7.6 Discuss anticipating the psychological factor

7.7 Explain parameters for instructor "interference" in the
simulation exercise

7.8 List the four components of the simulation session as:
briefing, planning, execution of simulation exercise
and debriefing

7.g Describe the elements to be included in a prepaiation
checklist, as a minimum to be: pertinent parameters,
additional equipment, materials to be used in the
simulation exercise such as publications, manuals,
charts, logbooks, stationery etc.

7.10 Explain that the environment and ambience of the
simulation space will have an impact on creating a
sense of realism

7.11 Note that environmental factors such as heating/
cooling, lighting, noise, vibration, etc., should be set to
as realistic level as possible

7.12 List the external and internal factors affecting the
simulation session

7.13 Recognize that participants need to be prepared both
technically and psychologically for the simulation
session

7.'14 State that necessary underpinning knowledge is to be
covered prior to the simulation session

7.1 5 Explain that the participants should be clearly briefed
about the objectives of the session

7.16 Explain the importance of making participants
feel comfortable and mentally ready to accept
the simulation exercise as an effective vehicle for
professional development

7.17 Understand that the simulation programme and
individual exercises are not to be considered in
isolation but as part of a journey of professional
competence

7.18 Recognize that the simulator instructor should gain as
much information about the past experiences of the
participants to assist in greater understanding of the
current performance

7.19 Understand how it is important to build a sense of
trust and respect between the instructor and the
participants

7.20 List the individual factors which can influence the
participants' reaction to the simulation exercise

7.21 Note the importance of a well-planned, thorough and
structured briefing session

7.1 - 7.10

7.1 - 7 .10

Task 6

Task 6

Page:5
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Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency

r Course
Compendium Ref.

7.1 - 7.10

7.22 Lisl the critical elements of a briefing exercise as:
setting the objectives ofthe session; explanation of
the scenario; detailing the plan of action to be taken;
listing all relevant parameters including starting
condition; information regarding any events which
may occur; clarifying standard procedures/guidelines
to be followed; assignment of roles; clarification of
evaluation parameters and ground rules for conduct of
the exercise

7.23 Explain the factors to be taken into account when
assigning roles to participants

7.24 State how particular care is to be taken for assignment
for the first main exercise after the familiarization

7.25 Describe the ground rules regarding the conduct of the
simulation session

7.26 Describe the various roles and responsibilities of the
facilitating team

7.27 Lisl the ideal complement lor the facilitating team
dependent on the type and level of the exercise

7.28 Describe the advantages of peer observation and
evaluation

7.29 State that ample time must be dedicated for planning
of the exercise by the participants

7.30 ldentify two stages in planning: detailed operational
and procedural training and role playing prior to
commencement of the exercise

7.31 Describe the elements of operational and procedural
planning

7.32 Describe why the role playing briefing meeting is
important for the team prior to commencing the
simulation

7.33 Describe why thorough familiarization to the simulator
is important

7.34 List the elements in carrying out familiarization of the
simulation equipment and functioning

7.35 Explain the importance of finding a balance between
letting the simulation run without interference and
injecting inputs when required

7.36 Describe how overloading the participant can be
detrimental

7.37 State that the instructor must always keep the
exercises' objective in mind when deciding to increase
or decrease the complexity of the simulation

7.38 Describe how stimuli and cues can be introduced
during the simulation exercise

Page:6
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Knowledge, Understanding and Proficiency Course
Compendium Ref.

Other
Reference

7.39 Describe how the parameiers, actions and elements
are to be noted, logged and recorded during the
exercise

7.40 List the conditions in which a simulation exercise may
be aborted

7.41 Conduct a planned debriefing session

7.42 Elaborale the effect of 'location' in debriefing session

7.43 Explain the need of gap period in debriefing

7.44 Demonstrate the role of trainer as an effective
'evaluator'

Assessment

8.1 Describe the competence-based assessment system

8.2 Describe the performance standards as described in
section A-l/12 of the STCW Code

8.3 State that where possible, conditions of a performance
test should mirror a real-life situation

8.4 State the four parameters of performance criteria

8.5 Explain the performance evaluation and certification
assessment vis-d-vis training, competence and
proficiency

8.6 State that the types of evaluation and assessment
includes informal assessment, as well as formal
assessment

8.7 Explain the competency based training and
assessment system

8.8 State that for assessing the performance of the trainee
for competence it is necessary that the three cognitive,
psychomotor and affective domains are assessed
across different levels

8.9 Explain the relationship between STCW and the
competency based training and assessment

8.10 Summarize the advantages of simulators for
assessment

8.11 Describe the eight steps of the assessment process

8.12 Discuss the example of setting assessment criteria

8.13 State the Learning Objectives, Domains, Evaluation
Method and Simulator type and class of assessment

8.1 4 Describe the choice of assessment criteria

7.1,7.2,7.3,7.4

8.1 - 8.5 Task 7

Page: 7
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Time Table

3rd Period (1.5 hours)
(1300 - 1430 hrs)

4th Period (1.5 hours)
(1430 - 1600 hrs)1st Period (1 .5 hours)

!1100@
lcebreaking activitY,
lntroduction, What is
simulation? The lmPortance of

Simulation Training

THEORY

2nd Period (1.5 hours)
(1030 - 1200 hrs)

=lml>tItulml>txl
i, Ioc,
I

(.,oo
-I

Types of Simulators'
Classification, Design and

Configuration

THEORY & DEMO 1

The scope of simulation
training, STCW 2010 &

simulation training

THEORY

TASK 1

Si mulator familiarization

PRACTICAL

TASK2

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Simulation Exercise Planning

TASK5Conceptualizing and Planning a

Simulation Programme

THEORY

Conceptualizing and Planning a

Simulation Programme

THEORY & PRACTICAL

TASK 3

Creation of a Simulation
Exercise

DEMO 2 & PRACTICAL

TASK4

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

The Simulator lnstructor

THEORY

Conducting a simulation
exercise

THEORY

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

Effective lnterPersonal and
Communication Skills

THEORY

Simulation Exercise Planning

TASK 5

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

Discussion, Summary and

Course Evaluation

THEORY

Day 5 Assessment and Verifi cation

THEORY & PRACTICAL

TASKT

Conduct Simulation Exercises

PRACTICAL

TASK6

s>
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Name and Address of the D'G' Approved

MTI n'o. Tel: Fax:

Training In stitutio n
E-Mail:

Certificate No.

THIS lS TO CERTIFY THAT (full name of candidate)

Date of Birth

Holder of CDC No. Passport No.

Certificate of Competency (if any): Grade No

lndian National Data Base (INDOS No.)

has successfully completed training in

TRAIN THE SIMULATOR TRAINER AND
ASSESSOR COURSE

held from

This course meets the requirements of lMo Model course 6.10 and is approved by the Directorate

General of Shipping and meets the requirements as laid down in:

Regulation l/6 and Section A-l/6 of STCW Code 1978 as amended'

The candidate has also met the additional criteria specified in the STCW Convention, applicable to

the issue of the certificate. This certificate is issued under the authority of the Directorate General

of Shipping, Ministry of Shipping, Government of lndia.

Signature of Candidate

Date of lssue.

Date of Expiry:

Name and Signature of Course lncharge

Colour
Photograph

3 5nrr x 35rnrn

Name and Signature of Dean/Principal
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AppendixE-TaskSheets

TASK SHEET 1

Activity Sheet: Tl\SK 1

Activity Map STGW Competence with Simulator types and class

Situation The STCW competence tables specify the Knowledge, Understanding and proficiency,
Methods for demonstrating competence and Criteria for evaluating competence for each
competency. ln the column (3), the methods for demonstrating competence, simulator is
listed as one of the methods.

All the competencies that require simulators as one of the methods for demonstrating
competence; the Classification Society Standards of classification of Simulators
classifies simulators based on the tasks that can be performed on the simulators. This
needs to be mapped accordingly.

Action First filter the competencies that can be demonstrated on simulators and then map them
with class and type of simulators using Classification Society Standards of classification
of simulators.

Resources
Required

1. STCWCode

2. Classification Society Standards of classification of simulators.

TASK SHEET 2

Activity Sheet: TASK 2

Activity Familiarization on Simulator Systems

Situation Prior to the conducting of exercise, familiarization on the simulator(s) will be undertaken

Action Controls on the simulator(s) shown; trainees familiarize themselves independently with
the controls and operation of the simulator(s)

Resources
Required

1. Bridge/Engine-Room/LCHS Simulator(s)

Familiarization Checklist for Participants2.

TASK SHEET 3

Activity Sheet: TASK 3

Activity Drawing out performance objectives from STCW and Local Legislation

Situation The STCW competence tables specify the Knowledge, Understanding and proficiency,
Methods lor demonstrating competence and Criteria for evaluating competence for each
competency. Subsequently. the local legislation has incorporated the requirements with
reference to the various competencies. The trainee classifies performance objectives
based on the tasks that can be performed on the simulators.

Action choose a relevant section from STCW and filter the competencies, relating the same
to the associated local legislation that can be demonstrated on simulators. From
these write out the performance objectives to be carried out for a simulation training
programme.

Resources
Required

'1. STCW Code

2. Parts of Local legislation
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TASK SHEET 4

TASK SHEET 5

TASK SHEET 6

Activity Sheet TASK 4

Activity Familiarization of instructor stations of available simulators

Situation Having watched Demo 2, which highlights some of the key functions and operations of
the instructor station of different simulators, the participants carry out a familiarization
exercise on the actual instructor stations available for the course.

Action Using a familiarization checklist, each participant is to be fully conversant with the
functions, features, capability and operations available on the simulator instructor
stations. The extent of conditions which can be set, environmental factors, faults and
emergencies that can be introduced, recording and analysing functions that are available
must be made aware to all participants.

Resources
Required

1. lnstructor Station Familiarization Checklist
Simulator (Bridge/Engine-Room/LCHS)2

Activity Sheet: TASK 5

Activity The design and creation of two simulation exercises

Situation Two different exercises to be designed using the available simulato(s). These exercises
will actually be carried out by the participants during the course so that they experience
the full cycle of planning, designing, conducting and evaluating a simulation exercise

Action Participants to plan and create two simulation exercises: one basic and one more
complex. Participants are expected to design and prepare for each simulation exercise:
a simulator exercise checklist; instructor worksheet and trainee evaluation sheet.

Resources
Required

1

2

o

STCW Code

Other specific reference material (legislation, equipment manuals, etc.)
Simulator

Activity Sheet TASK 6

Activity Conduct simulations with different simulators OR different level of complexity

Situation To understand the complexities of actually carrying out and conducting a simulation
exercise, course participants are required to execute their own created simulation
exercises so that they benefit from experiential learning.
This process is central to the whole training programme in which the participants are
encouraged to review their performance through individual, peer and instructor relation.

Action The participants carry out their pre-planned simulation exercises following the set
process as if they were conducting an exercise during a simulation training programme.
Briefing, role playing, conduct of the exercise and debriefing will all be incorporated into
the activity.

Resources
Required

1. Simulator(s)-(Bridge/Engine-Room/LCHS)
2. Exercise Checklist
3. Exercise worksheet

4. Evaluation Sheet
'5. Other reference material as required

Page:2
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TASK SHEET 7

Activity Sheet: TASK 7

Activity Assessment, Evaluation and Verification

Situation The success of any simulator based training is not only dependent upon the actual
successful conducting of the exercise, but also on the proper evaluation at the end ol
the exercise in order to ascertain whether the training objective has been met.

Action Using the prepared training evaluation sheet, the participants will carry out peer
evaluation based on the performance of the group members during the simulation
exercise. Conduct group/peer evaluation using training evaluation sheet. They will
thereafter evaluate the appropriateness of the method which they adopted and suggest
improvements to the same.

Resources
Required

1. Trainee evaluation sheet

2. Observations sheets, Becords, video-playback, data analysis, etc., assimilated
during and after the simulation exercise

Page: 3
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Appendix F - Sample Simulator Exercises and

lnstructor Worksheets

Exercise Samples

The lnstructor must work from a written simulation worksheet to provide the necessary
documentation of what the trainees are to be trained to do- The exercise Sample shall consist
of the following elements:

1. Scenario type

2. Objectives

3. Simulator Status

4. Condition of Parameters

5. lnstructions for the Trainee

6. lnstructions for the lnstructor

7. Trainee Evaluation Sheet

Example:

Sample lnstructor Worksheet

Exercise No.:

Name Taking Over an Engineering Watch at Sea

Function Marine Engineering at Operational Level

Competence
Unit

Maintain safe engineering watch

Task/Objective lnspect machinery spaces before taking over a watch

Scenario ln the Mediterranean sea (Special area) after full away

Context Normal routine to abnormal main engine parameters and rough weather condition

lnitial condition RFA, All Parameters Normal

Duration One and Half Hours

Briefing Make sure that the student is able to:
. Ensure that the members of the engineering watch are apparently fully capable of

performing their duties eftectively
. Understand the propulsion - and auxiliary plant status including:

- the nature of all work being performed on machinery and systems, the personnel
involved and potential hazards

- the level, and where applicable, the condition of water or residues in bilges, ballast
tanks, slop tanks, reserve tanks, fresh water tanks, sewage tanks and any special
requirements for use or disposal of the contents thereof

- the condition and level of fuel in the reserve tanks, settling tanks, day tanks and
other fuel storage facilities

- the condition and mode of operation of centrifuges

- any special reguirements relating to sanitary system disposals

- condition and mode of operation of the various main and auxiliary systems,
including the electrical power distribution system

- the condition of monitoring and control console equipment and which equipment
that is manually operated

Page: 'l
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Briefing - the condition and mode of operation of automatic boiler controls and other
equipment related to the operation of steam boilers

- the reports of engine-room ratings relating to their assigned duties

- the availability of fire-fighting appliances; and

- the state of completion of the engine-room log
. lnitiate relevant communication from the EOW being relieved, bridge or other stations

to update himself with the real situation: e.g. bunkering, emergency stations including
equipment status

. Understand the standing orders and special orders of the Chief Engineer Officer
relating to the operation of the ship's systems and machinery

. Understand effects on machinery and systems of potentially adverse conditions
resulting from bad weather, ice, or contaminated or shallow water.

Action Start the simulation and let the student:
. Take a round ofthe engine-room space including the steering area

. Meet the EOW and engine rating and interact with regards to condition of machinery

. Observe the operational parameters of main engine, aux. engine steering gear

. Check and record

- the level, and where applicable, the condition of water or residues in bilges, ballast
tanks, slop tanks, reserve tanks, fresh water tanks, sewage tanks and any special
requirements for use or disposal of the contents thereof

- the condition and level of fuel in the reserve tanks, settling tanks, day tanks and
other fuel slorage facilities

- the condition and mode of operation of centrifuges

- any special requirements relating to sanitary system disposals

- condition and mode of operation of the various main and auxiliary systems,
including the electrical power distribution system

- the condition of monitoring and control console equipment and which equipment
that is manually operated

- the condition and mode of operation of automatic boiler controls and other
equipment related to the operation of steam boilers

- the availability of fire-fighting appliances; and

-'the state of completion of the engine-room log
o Record the parameters in the taking over checklist

For the second trainee:
. Call the trainee and inform him that the weather is going to worsen with increasing

to gale force winds. lncrease engine load and introduce surging of RPM and observe
student reaction and action.

For the third trainee:
. lncrease the engine-roorn bilge water level

Debrief Afler the exercise has been carried out, the handing over and taking over procedures
and checks must be checked.

Any deviation from the normal operation shall be discussed and investigated more
closely.
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Objective: Familiarization wrth simulator
and BEQ

Duration: 3 Hours lssued by: ID:

Exercise Area: (Open Sea -Denmark
Strait)

Exercise No. Rev. No. lssue Date:

{\
A

5.13 Sample lnstructor Worksheets

Performance Criteria

. Familiarization with bridqe equipment

. Familiarization with si*rt"to, and various buttons

. Familiarization with vir.tual world

. Trainee should have lelt elements of the virtual world and thus experienced telepresence

. lnstructor should be able to change external environmental parameters from instructor station
o lnstructor should be able to stop, start & pause exercise

Start lnformation Own Ship

Date:

Time:

Visibility:

Precipitation:

Area:

Tidal condition:

Special condition

Special information

Special lnstructions

Start Position: Lat x x N/S Long x x E/W

Heading:

Speed:

Working Channels: for lnternal & External
communication

Charts & Passage plan:

Checklist:

Publications:

Machinery Status

Wind Current Sea State

Direction

Speed

Direction

Speed

Direction

Speed

The Task

. Ship Particulars

. Proceed on given heading

. Follow pre planned track
r Familiarize with bridge equipment and virtual environment
. Try out hand steering and familiarize with different steering modes
. Try out main engine and thrusters
. Become familiar with all bridge equipments
. Become familiar with virtual world
. Tick off familiarization checklist
. lf any doubts should be clarified with open-minded behaviour
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Objective: Standard Manoeuvres Duration: 3 Hours lssued by: -
Exercise Area: (Open Sea - Denmark
Strait)

o Familiarize with the Ship Particulars
. Cany out turning circle trial
. Describe how to carry out zigzag manoeuvre
. Carry out crash stop in loaded condition
. Carry out coasting stop in loaded condition
. Repeat above manoeuvre in ballast condition
. Record time. position. heading and other relevant data
. Plot the manoeuvre from recorded data
. Compare loaded and ballast conditions
. Describe how trim affects the pivot point during turns

START INFORMATION OWN SHIP

Date:

Time:

Visibility:

Preciprtation:

Area:

Tidal condition:

Special condition

Special information

Special lnstructions

Start Position: Lat x x N/S Long x x EAV

Heading:

Speed:

Working Channels: for lnternal & External
communication

Charts & Passage plan:

Checklist:

Publications:

Machinery Status

WIND CURRENT SEA STATE

Direction

Speed

Direction

Speed

Direction

Speed

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

. Plot the manoeuvre from recorded data

. Compare loaded and ballast conditions

. Demonstrate how to make pilot card and a wheel house poster
o lnformation in the manoeuvring information booklet can be used when planning a manoeuvre
. Understanding of IMO resolution A.601(15)
. The results among different groups to be compared when using same ship model

Page: 4
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START INFORMATION

Chart No: 2052, 2693 and 1 49 
,| Date: DD/MM/YYW

Time: DayLocation: Approaches to Felixstowe

OWN SHIP

Type: Oil Tanker - MT Bauhinia

Draft: 11m EK

Starting position: 52' 00'N 001"
52.36',E

Heading: 225"

Speed: 8.0 kts.

Half ahead

TARGET SHIPS

12 ships of different types on pre-determined routes along the passage of own ship

4-8 Fishing vessels/Trawlers scattered along the route

Pilot Boat close to Pilot Barding

WIND CURRENT SEA STATE

Wind Direction: S

Wind Speed: Force 4

Current Direction: 21 0'
Current Speed: 1.0 - 1.5 Kts

Sea State Direction: Slight

Visibility: Reduced

5.14 Sample RADAR Simulator Exercise

EXERCISE CREATED/UPDATED BY

Use of Radar for navigating in
restricted visibility with traffic and
arrival port

DDiMM/YYYY lnstructor - Capt YYY

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

o The trainee will use correct procedure for switching on the radar
. The trainee will set up the radar for the prevailing conditions
. The trainee will effectively use radar for navigating in restricted visibility
. The trainee will effectively take appropriate action for collision avoidance
o The trainee will carry out parallel indexing
o The trainee will correctly apply Rule 19

THE TASK

o Make out a passage plan on paper chart up to pilot station
. Plan parallel indexing for legs where applicable
. Assess the clearing ranges for the passage
. Execute the passage
r At the start of the exercise switch on the radar and adjust the controls for prevailing conditions
. Choose the appropriate vector length and type - Relative or True
. Appropriately use trails
. Acquire targets and monitor the GPA-TGPA
o Caft! out Trial Manoeuvre to assess for action to avoid close quarter situation
. Take appropriate actions for collision avoidance and in accordance with rule 19
. Gany out parallel indexing for legs where appropriate

Page: 5
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a INSTRUCTOR NOTES

o Brief the team about the exercise.
. Discuss Rule 19 in detail and briefly refresh other rules applicable to the situation.
. Select team for the exercise.
. Check passage plan to ensure that normal requirements have been met.
o Monitor discussion of passage plan, briefing of team members on their roles.
. Monitor preparations for approaching an area of restricted visibility.
o Monitor the correct switching on procedure for Radar and adjusting the controls.
. Monitor communications.
. Monitor actions of application of the rules.
. Monitor full exploitation of the radar for safe passage.

ASSESSMENT PO]NTS

. Correct switching on procedure

. Correct adjustment of radar controls
o Correct selection of vectors
. Correct sequence and selection of targets and monitoring of CPA - TCPA
o Correct application of Rule 19
. Optimum tuning of radar for changing weather conditions
. Correct application of parallel indexing
. Correct reporting and communications - lnternal information and reporting within the ship and external

with AIS targets, WlS, etc.

5.15 Sample ECDIS Simulator Exercise

EXERClSE CREATED/UPDATED BY

Use of ECDIS for navigating
through approach channel and
manoeuvring vessel lo berth

DD/MM/YYYY lnstructor - Capt XXX

START INFORMATION

ENC cell G850162D.000

Location: Approaches to Milford
Haven

Date: DD/MM/YYYY

Time: Day

OWN SHIP

Type: Oil tanker - MT ASTARO

Draft: 14.0 m EK

Starting position: 1Onm SW of
Pilot Boarding

Speed: '10.0 kts

Heading: 095 deg

TARGET SHIPS

12 ships of different types on pre-determined routes in the passage of own ship
4-8 Fishing vessels/Trawlers scattered along the route

Pilot Boat close to Pilot Barding

WIND CURRENT SEA STATE

Wind Direction: Variable

Wind Speed: Force 3-4

Current Direction : Westerly

Current Speed: 1.5 - 2.0 Kts

Sea State Direction: Slight
Visibility: Good
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TRAINING OBJECTIVES

. The trainee will prepare plan a passage on the ECDIS.

. The trainee will check the route.

. The trainee will carry out route monitoring.

. The trainee will make appropriate settings for route planning and monitoring.

THE TASK

. Make the appropriate safety settings on the ECDIS as per the draft of the vessel

. Update the ship data on the ECDIS

. Assess the No-Go areas on the ECDIS

. Check if the appropriate Cell is loaded on ECDIS and check the updates

' Make out passage plan on paper chart from pilot station to tanker berth no 2 and transfer to ECDIS
. Carry out route check and make suitable corrections on each leg
. lf required make suitable changes to the cross track error and radius of turn
. Make suitable settings for alarm and indications
. Execute the route
. During route monitoring perform the following:

- Parallel lndexing

- Mark contingency anchorage area and other No Go areas

- Mark WIS reporting points

- Crosscheck charted depths in relation to Echo Sounder output

- Crosscheck GPS positions with visual bearings and radar ranges

- Mark change in pilot boarding 1 nm SW of western approach channel
. Use Editor functions to mark Stations Fwd and Aft 0.5 nm from south Hook buoy
. Monitor speeds and rates of approach during manoeuvring.

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

Check the correctness of ship data inputs
Check alarms and indication settings

Check safety and depth settings as per UKC policy

Check Tasks and use of Editor function

Check the accuracy of route execution
Check the terminology during route check

ASSESSMENT POINTS

. No major observations in route check

. Understanding of Cell symbols

. Using the correct Cell number (largest scale) and appropriate scale

. Response to alarms and indications and subsequent conective action

. Cross verify integrated information with other equipments and visual data

' Proper execution of the passage plan - Ship within cross track, crosscheck fix, WO positions, monitoring
targets, etc.

' Reporting and communications - internal with engine-room, stations, etc., and external with WIS AIS
targets for intends, Pilot, Terminal, etc.
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Appendix G - Sample Student Evaluation Sheet

5.11. Student Evaluation Sheet

Observation Weight Marks

lnspection 0-1 0

lnspects all operational units, noting conditions and any deviation from normal

Checks water level in steam boiler (if a boiler is part of the plant)

lnspects bilge and under floor spaces

lnspects steering gear (this is usually outside the engine-room, and can be
inspected en route to engine-room)

Observation (Observes, notes and, where necessary, checks) 0-8

Telegraph instruction from bridge

Engine control position and engine rpm

Engine-room log

Quantities in service tanks (fuel, water, lube. oil)

Reports 0-1 0

Receives report from engineer officer in charge of watch for period now being
completed

Records 0-1 0

Records in the engine-room log any observations regarding operating conditions
noted during inspection and worthy of comment

lf satisfied, accepts responsibility and takes over
engine-room watch

0-B

Total Marks 100

Remarks and Observations of examiner:

Page: 1
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